Prefrontal cortex (PFC) is thought to support the ability to focus on goal-relevant 37 information by filtering out irrelevant information, a process akin to dimensionality 38 reduction. Here, we test this dimensionality reduction hypothesis by combining a data-39 driven approach to characterizing the complexity of neural representation with a 40 theoretically-supported computational model of learning. We find direct evidence of 41 goal-directed dimensionality reduction within human medial PFC during learning. 42 Importantly, by using model predictions of each participant's attentional strategies 43 during learning, we find that that the degree of neural compression predicts an 44 individual's ability to selectively attend to concept-specific information. These findings 45 suggest a domain-general mechanism of learning through compression in mPFC. 46 47 48
complexity (see Table S1 ). The low complexity problem was unidimensional (e.g., antennae size), 89 medium complexity required a conjunction of two features (e.g., leg size and mandible shape), and high 90 complexity required all three features. B) Learning blocks consisted of presentation of a stimulus for 3.5s, 91
followed by a fixation cross for 0.5-4.5s, and then a feedback display for 2s that included the stimulus, 92 accuracy of the response, and the correct category. Learning analysis (PCA; Figure 2A ), a method for low-rank approximation of multidimensional 116 data (Eckart & Young, 1936) . Specifically, trial-level neural representations (Mumford, 117 Turner, Ashby, & Poldrack, 2012) for each insect image were submitted to PCA, and the 118 number of principal components (PC) that were necessary to explain 90% of the 119 variance across trials within a learning block was used to calculate an index of neural 120 compression (i.e., fewer PCs reflects more neural compression). This measure of neural 121 compression was calculated across the whole brain with searchlight methods 122 (Kriegeskorte, Goebel, & Bandettini, 2006) for each learning block in each problem. We 123 then identified brain regions that reduce dimensionality with learning (i.e., learn to 124 represent the less complex problems with fewer dimensions) by conducting a voxel- 125 wise linear mixed effects regression on the searchlight compression maps. Specifically, 126 at each voxel, we assessed how neural compression changed as a function of learning 127 block and problem complexity and their interaction. was performed on neural patterns evoked for each of n trial within a learning block. The number of 133 principal components (PC) required to explain 90% of the variance (k) was used to calculate a neural 134 compression score (1-k/n). We quantified neural compression as a function of problem complexity and 135 learning block; the interaction of these factors reflects changes in the complexity of neural representations 136 that emerge with learning. B) A whole brain voxel-wise linear mixed effects regression revealed an mPFC 137 region that showed a significant interaction between learning block and problem complexity. The nature of 138 the interaction in the mPFC region is depicted in the interaction plot on the left. Shaded regions 139
representing 95% confidence bands. 140 141 Throughout the entire brain, only a region within mPFC showed an interaction of 142 problem complexity and learning block (peak coordinates [4, 54, -18]; 653 voxels; voxel-143 wise threshold = 0.001, cluster extent threshold = 0.05; Figure 2B ). The nature of the 144 interaction within this cluster showed that mPFC compression corresponded with 145 6 problem complexity and emerged over learning blocks (F 1,253.8 = 19.02, p = 1.9´10 -5 ). 146 Importantly, the interaction effect was independent of individual differences in learning 147 performance (see Materials and Methods for details about the voxel-wise regression 148 modeling). Because the stimuli were identical across the three problems, this finding 149 demonstrates that learning-related compression is goal-specific, with mPFC requiring 150 fewer dimensions for less complex goals.
152
To assess whether mPFC compression tracked changes in attentional allocation, we 153 characterized the participant-specific attentional weights given to each stimulus feature 154 across the three problems using a computational learning model (Love et al., 2004) . 155 Attention weight entropy indexed changes in attentional allocation; high entropy 156 indicates equivalent weighting to all three features, whereas low entropy indicates 157 attention directed to only one feature. We found that across the learning problems, 158 attention weight entropy increased with conceptual complexity (b = 0.121, SE = 0.0176, 159 t = 6.90, p = 1.43´10 -8 ; Figure 3B ). Importantly, the increase in attention weight entropy 160 mirrored the decrease in mPFC neural compression (b = -0.021, SE = 0.005, t = -4.30, p 161 = 9.02´10 -5 ; Figure 3A ), suggesting a link between the behavioral and neural signatures 162 of dimensionality reduction. showing attentional strategies consistent with the feature relevancy across the problems (error bars 170 represent 95% CI of the means). C) mPFC compression predicted the degree of problem-specific 171 attention weighting (indexed as attention weight entropy). To directly assess this relationship, we evaluated whether entropy of participants' 178 attention weights was predicted by mPFC neural compression at the individual 179 participant level. Specifically, if the ability to compress neural representations in a 180 problem-appropriate fashion is related to participants' ability to attend to problem-181 relevant features, the prediction follows that participants with more neural compression 182 for a given problem will also show more selective attention, thus lower entropy values. A 183 regression analysis confirmed this hypothesis (b=-0.0536, SE=0.0132, t = -4.065, p = 184 0.0001; see Figure 3C ). In summary, we show that learning can be viewed as a process of goal-directed 293 dimensionality reduction and that such a mechanism is apparent in mPFC neural Participants were instructed to learn to classify the insects based on the combination of 332 the insects' features using the feedback displayed on each trial. As part of the initial instructions, participants were made aware of the three features and the two different 334 values of each feature. Before beginning each classification problem, additional 335 instructions that described the cover story for the current problem and which buttons to 336 press for the two insect classes were presented to the participants. One example of this 337 instruction text is as follows: "Each insect prefers either Warm or Cold temperatures. 338 The temperature that each insect prefers depends on one or more of its features. On 339 each trial, you will be shown an insect and you will make a response as to that insect's The three problems the participants learned were structured such that perfect 353 performance required attending to a distinct set of feature attributes ( Figure 1A The binary values of the eight insect stimuli along with the class association for the 366 three learning problems are depicted in Table 1 . The stimulus features were randomly 367 mapped onto the attributes for each participant. These feature-to-attribute mappings 368 were fixed across the different classification learning problems within a participant. After 369 the high complexity problem, participants learned the low and medium problems in 370 sequential order. The learning order of the low and medium problems was counterbalanced across participants. This problem order was used for purposes 372 described in a prior analysis of this data (Mack et al., 2016) . 373 374 feature attribute problem complexity stimulus 1 2 3 low medium High The classification problems consisted of learning trials (Figure 1a within the mPFC region depicted in Figure 2B . Figure 3C ). These observations were excluded and the linear regression analysis was performed again. Third, we performed 589 a nonparametric bootstrap analysis to assess the robustness of the regression findings. 590 We randomly sampled participants' data with replacement from the compression and 591 entropy observations 5000 times, calculating and storing the regression coefficient on 592 each iteration. The 95% confidence interval of the resulting distribution of correlation 593 coefficients was then compared to 0 to determine the robustness of the mPFC 594 compression and attention weight entropy relationship ( Figure 3D ). 595 596 597
